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Introduce Your Environment to Extreme Efficiency with iFAN Network HVLS Fan Control
(Carrollton, TX) – iFAN™ allows customers to maximize the benefit of their HVLS fans by enabling centralized fan
control. Having already revolutionized the HVLS industry with networked controls, iFAN has been taken to the next
level with improved graphics to better simulate each customer’s facility, allowing customers to clearly pinpoint where
their fans are located within the facility. iFAN’s graphics enhance each fan’s visual appearance, aiding trouble shooting
efforts, clarifying facility layout, and improving group fan control. iFAN is the next generation of fan control.
“iFAN already changed the HVLS market by giving customers the ability to control their fans efficiently from a
centralized location, ” said Dan Linder, HVLS Sales Manager. “We know that the best solutions are derived from
listening to our customers, and that’s what pushed us to redefine iFAN’s graphics, for even more visibility and
sharpened fan control.”
iFAN allows you to network up to 30 fans per standard configuration individually, by zone and by facility.
Communication is established by “daisy chaining” the fans together via 4 wire conductor cables and connecting the last
fan to the iFAN computer. iFAN is packed with features such as the Fire Control Panel (FCP) technology that initiates
instant shut down of all HVLS fans when a facility’s fire suppression sprinklers are triggered. iFAN can control fans
across multiple buildings from a central location and can even be controlled with a hand held wireless device. iFAN
includes a high definition touchscreen computer with a custom layout design of the customer’s facility. Administrators
can immediately and easily make operational adjustments. The system can also display a variety of performance
statistics for each fan and archive the data for later reference or trend analysis.
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Serco® leads the industry in specialty hydraulic dock levelers, safety products and programmable control systems and
offers a complete line of dock levelers, vehicle restraints, dock seals & shelters, energy efficient HVLS fans, ergonomic lift
products, and programmable control systems. Serco is an industry leading brand owned by Entrematic.
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